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   Continued on Page 12  

BoB: I’m Bob the Tomato!
Larry: And I’m Larry the Cucumber!
BoB: And we’re here to tell you about the 
new VeggieTales show, Minnesota Cuke 
and the Search for Samson’s Hairbrush.
Larry: It’s our most mysterious 
and intriguing show ever!
BoB: And it’s full of adventure! 
We went across the globe to make it 
– Malta, Seville, even Canada!
Larry: Not to mention 
the free peanuts on the plane ride.
BoB: Well, they’re not exactly free.
Larry: But they didn’t 
ask me to pay for them.
BoB: Yeah, but that’s because 

you already paid for them.
Larry: I don’t remember 

paying for any peanuts.
BoB: That’s because they 

were included with your ticket.
Larry: You got peanuts with your 

ticket? I just got a regular ticket.
BoB: No, I didn’t get any 
peanuts with my ticket…

Larry: Then where did you 
get your peanuts?

BoB: On the plane.
Larry: Did you have 
to pay for them?
BoB: No, they just 
gave them to me.

Larry: I thought you said 
you didn’t get any free peanuts!

BoB: Oh, brother… Larry, why don’t 
we tell the kids about the show?
Larry: Okay, Bob.

BoB: the Search for 
Samson’s Hairbrush is 
about how God wants us  

to handle ourselves  
when we’re faced  
with bullies.

Larry: 
What’s a bully?
BoB: A bully is someone who tries to make 
himself feel better by being mean to others.
Larry: Wow, that doesn’t sound very nice. 
I can’t wait to see the show.
BoB: But you were in the show, 
don’t you remember?
Larry: Oh yeah! 
And so was Petunia  
and the two new guys,  
Figaro and Leo.
BoB: Right, Larry… 
Enjoy the magazine,  
everybody!

Jim Gourdly of Veggie Network News – on the cutting edge of interviewing techniques – will be given
answers to which he will then provide a question. No other journalist has ever attempted this before!

The answer is:
a brr brr shop.

The question is either: 
Where does Minnesota Cuke meet the new 
characters Figaro and Leo, OR where does  

an Eskimo get his hair cut?

HEy KIDS!



I remember showing up to the counter with an extra 
skip in my hop, but when Bob told me that my next 
role would be Minnesota Cuke, I almost fell in the 
sink… again. (The fist time I did it was when I was 
wearing an oven mitt on my head.) Then I began the 
hard work of playing an action hero vegetable.

To draw inspiration for my role, I looked to some of 
my favorite movies, like when Cuke Sandwalker swings 
across the Dork Star with Princess HairSpraya, or when 

The Refrigerator says, “Don’t be a cookie-man.”  
Oh, and did you ever see the one where  
Mr. Invegetable teams up with Freezer-Dude to 
battle the terrible Sinkdoom? Then, of course, I 
reviewed all the Larry-Boy shows to see how we 
could build on the action.

There’s one big scene in Minnesota Cuke where 
I rescue Julia, played by our new cast member 
Petunia. I offered the director a bunch of one-liners 
that I could say like “Need a leaf outta here?” or 
“Gourding my way?” or “How’d a rhubarb like you 

by Larry T. Cucumber



In his brand new silly song, Pizza Angel, Larry laments over a tardy pizza 
delivery. Help the delivery guy match the pieces of pizza so he can get them 
delivered before Larry’s soda gets warm! (Solution on page 18)

get into a pickle like this?” Of course we used the 
best lines in the show… I won’t spoil it for you.

Just remember, kids, being an action cucumber 
requires a lot of hard training. I wouldn’t suggest 
you try it at home… unless of course you’re a 
cucumber – then I guess you could try it … but 
that’s beside the point. The actions that matter 
most are the ones we take every day – like 
standing up for what’s right or helping our friends 
and family when they’re in need! You don’t need 
to be an action hero cucumber to do that!
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5 SPECIAL EDITION

(solution on page 18)

HINT: LOCATION IN NEW SHOW

HINT: SECRET

HINT: NEW VEGGIE
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Help Minnesota Cuke find his way 
through the maze to the treasure of 
Samson’s Hairbrush. Along the way help 
him learn how to handle himself as he 
faces Professor Rattan – the bully who 
has pestered him since the second grade! 
Be careful not to turn down the wrong 
path if you want to find the treasure!
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“It’s too hard to stand up to a  

bully, I’d rather avoid him or her.”

“I’m too afraid. The bully might  

do something else mean to me.”

Then the bully will think that he  

can keep being a bully to you.  

(Never be afraid to do what’s right.)

“I’m too angry! I want to be mean back!  

I want revenge! That bully deserves to have 

something bad done to him!”

Holding onto your anger will make you bitter, and 

it could even make you want to be a bully yourself.

“I won’t be mean back, but I don’t want to  

pray for that bully or be kind, either!

Then it will be hard for you to let go of your anger. 

Everytime you think about how mean that bully is, 

your anger will come back again.  8
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Hmm... What are  
three things that are woolly,  

a bully and a pulley.The answer is: 
My Robin Hood costume, a big kid named 

Gourdin, and a simple tool made with  
a wheel and rope.

Interviews of Mystery!

We rejoin Jim Gourdly as he is given answers to which he then provides a question in ...

   Continued  
on Page 14  





It was a day like any other day, when 
         (someone you know)         

walked into the room. 

“Hey, isn’t that a 
                       (thing)                        

 you’re holding in your hand?” I asked. 

        (someone you know)       
 looked at me 

  (word that ends in “ly”) 
 and said, “That’s what it looks 

like, but it’s really a 
                     (thing)                     

 !”  I was so amazed that I dropped my

             (thing)             
 and cried, “

    (exclaimation)    
 ! Where can I get one?”  Then I was told 

to go to the 
                  (place)                   

 and ask for the 
                (thing)               

 with 
        (color)        

             (things)              
. That is where I would find the clues to complete my quest.  So 

I left on my journey, but before I made it to the 
              (place)               

 , a 
            (thing)           

 

swung down and tipped over a 
          (something big)         

 !  It was about to fall on me when I 

grabbed a 
            (thing)            

 and held it above my head!  The 
          (something big)          

 came 

crashing down all around me but my 
           (thing)          

 saved me from certain danger. 

I realized that today was too short to go searching for 
           (things)          

 with 
     (color      

  

               (things)              
 . This adventure would have to wait for another day.

Ask a partner to give answers for the blank items, but YOU write in the answers.

The answer is:  
A giant, golden carrot.

The question is either:  
What does a giant, golden 
bunny eat, OR what do you 
find on a giant snowman?

Interviews of Mystery!

Either way, it’s weird.
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ACROSS
2.  gooey dairy product 

6. a risky journey

7.  sought after 
object in new 
VeggieTales show  

8. classic hair cutter

10.   Veggie character 
who plays  
Professor Rattan 

11.  heavenly being 
and pro baseball 
team mascot

 DOWN
1.  northern state and 

cucumber nickname

2.  it takes this to stand 
up to a bully 

3.  A frozen human figure

4.  tasty food made with 
bread crust, tomato 
sauce and cheese 

5.   tasty orange root 

9.  a mean person
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ActivitiesActivities
Make Your Own TREASURE MAP

How Many WORDS?

!
You and your family can create  
your own adventures in your  
home! Just follow these steps:

  Get some paper, a pencil and a 
small object to hide (like a toy).
Find a good hiding place for 
your object.
 Find a starting point to begin 
your adventure (like the  
mailbox, or the front door).
  Give directions from your 
starting point throughout  
your home to your hidden  
object. You can draw objects  
in your house and write  
down the number of steps to  
and from each object. For example, 
write “6 steps” with an arrow 
pointing from a drawing of the T.V. 
to a drawing of the kitchen table.
  Trade maps with others in your 
family to see if you can find  
each other’s hidden treasures!
  For extra fun, make maps that 
lead to other maps!

How many words can you make from the letters in “Minnesota Cuke?”  
Only use each letter once! See who can come up with the most words!  
For extra fun, give yourselves a time limit! Ready… go!
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• Start at the kitchen sink
• Take 12 steps toward and around the kitchen table
• Take 3 jumps more toward the doorway
• Crawl on your hands and knees to the front door
• Stand up and open the front door
• Carefully walk down the three steps and turn left
• Skip 7 times down the sidewalk and look in the bushes
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LARRY’S
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SPACE POD APPLE PIE

PIZZA
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HIGH
SILK HATBARBARA MANATEE

CHOCOLATE

BUNNY

LARRY-BOY

HEAD GEAR

FLIBBER-0-LOO

SHOE

MR. LUNT’SCHEESEBURGERKING GEORGE’S
DUCKY
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